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Letter or Email Response: 
to whom it may concern re:building application on Jessell Drive (the green) I am writing in opposition of proposed 195 
houses to build on the above This green has been a pivot point for residents in surrounding areas for over 50 years. it is 
a communal green used in the past for cricket matched, football games, firework displays and in recent years annual 
events communal and jubilee partys have been organised there and has always created a communal atmosphere 
amongst the tenants that live there. I myself have taken my children and grandchildren there on numerous picnics and 
games and the the feeling of living in the counrty that gives in wonderful for our well being.   we are already 
overpopulated home children are now leaving home and having their own children . the schools are so oversubscribed 
parents are having to restart to going out of when attachment area especially primary age. The parking around the 
green is intolerable already and the majority of family's have 2/3 cars where on earth would people park. schools have 
been closed and pulled down to build property here, and what happen they had to build anther school   i agree that 
more housing is needed but not at the expense of others. if they are needed here what is wrong with looking at the 
allotments in willingale road. all the houses here have gardens and so it is not as if the people with the allotments have 
no where to go. i am sure if the ….Redacted…. they could find other venues instead of jessel green.   flooding is 
experienced on the green as a lot of these houses were built on the river;eve; from the roding so that will causes a 
problem and also where will these 195 family's be able to take their children for a walk with the dog, play a game of 
football or cricket or any other activity's when the green is no longer there. willingale burnely and hanson drive will 
become gridlocked with the amount of traffic. E.F.D.C. please think again. you have already ….Redacted…. when the 
estate was built. where the grange farm open air pool, now the awful monstrosity going up where the Churchill was. 
the greens are all our children have    
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